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Abstract
Research on Teacher Perspectives in the implementation of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model aims to analyze teachers' views on the implementation of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. This research analyzes the difficulties, obstacles, advantages and disadvantages during the process of implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. This research uses a qualitative descriptive method using observation sheets and questionnaires to collect the required information data and process it into the findings described. The findings obtained from the research are that there are obstacles to implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model at the Learning Community stage of 50% compared to the level of difficulty at other stages such as constructivism 20%, inquiry 10%, questioning 5%, modeling 5%, reflection 5% and authentic assessment 5%. Furthermore, it can be seen that the lowest level of implementation was in the Learning Community component, with 55 people answering that it was not implemented. Furthermore, in other components, namely constructivism, inquiry, questionnaire, modeling, reflection and authentic assessment, it was seen that an average of 15 to 20 people answered that it had not been implemented. So the research results conclude that there are obstacles to the implementation of the Learning Community stages in the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. The difficulty of implementing the Learning Community stages by teaching staff.
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INTRODUCTION

A learning model is a framework or system used by educators to design and implement effective learning experiences for students. Learning models include organized and structured learning strategies and methods, as well as techniques and tools used in teaching. The learning model is an important component in the learning process that must be mastered by teachers so that it can be implemented into the learning process. Learning models are an important part of the learning process because they are able to bridge the learning objectives to be achieved in the learning process.

According to Joyce et al. (2016) argue that a learning model is a plan or pattern that can be used to form a curriculum (long-term learning plan), design learning materials, and guide learning in class or elsewhere. According to (Khoerunnisa & Aqwal, 2020) a model is a general pattern of learning behavior to achieve the expected learning goals. The learning model is one of the important
components and requirements for improving learning related to student interest in class, to student creativity in participating in the learning process (Asyafah, 2019; Fatmawati, 2018). According to Gall et al. (2003) states that "the core of teaching process of learning within which the students can interact and study how to learn". Then Joyce & Weil argue that "A model of teaching is a description of a learning environment".

According to Joyce et al. (2016), there are four elements that must be present in a learning model, namely: 1) Syntax, 2) The social system, 3) Principles of reaction, and 4) Support system. In addition to the four elements above, in the book "Learning Models" issued by the Directorate of High School Development, Ministry of Education and Culture of the Republic of Indonesia (2018, 2017), one more element is added, namely instructional and nurturant effects. Learning models can include aspects such as time organization, student grouping, learning environment, types of learning activities used, and use of technology in learning. A good learning model must pay attention to student needs and characteristics, and encourage the development of desired skills and abilities.

Law no. 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education system states that the learning process is carried out interactively in order to motivate students to participate actively so as to make students creative and have skills. Contextual Teaching and Learning is a learning model that is quite familiar in the world of education. Contextual Teaching and Learning is a learning model that connects students' immediate environment in the learning process.

Based on the results of bibliometric studies, 999 studies were conducted in 2013-2023 related to Contextual Teaching and Learning. The studies that have been carried out prove that Contextual Teaching and Learning is quite effective in the learning process. However, the reality in the field based on observations regarding the application of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model in the classroom, Gebang District Elementary School has not implemented this model in the classroom learning process. Meanwhile, based on the research that has been conducted, it is concluded that the Contextual Teaching and Learning model is very effective in improving student learning outcomes and student learning motivation.

In its application, the Contextual Teaching and Learning model integrates learning material with the immediate environment (Nurhadi, 2002; Sagala, 2009) so that students can more easily understand and achieve learning goals (Aqib, 2013; Hartono, 2013; Poerwati & Amri, 2013). The Contextual Teaching and Learning model aims to enable students to build their own knowledge (Asra, 2009), connecting and applying knowledge in their own real life contexts.

Application of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model that has been carried out in research (Ratnasari & Nasrullah, 2022; Maharani et al., 2022 Revolita Tambunan, 2021; Sarbiyono, 2020) with the category of being effective in improving learning outcomes, high level thinking skills, creative thinking, independent learning, and problem solving abilities.

The Contextual Teaching and Learning model is very familiar in the world of education from elementary to higher education. This model is able to encourage students to work together, collaborate and share ideas which can improve higher level thinking skills. The Contextual Teaching and Learning
model is able to improve high level thinking skills (Yolanti & Winanto, 2023; Suryandari & Yuanta, 2023; Herlita et al., 2023) which are needed in the 21st century. High level thinking skills can increase students' ability to compete at a higher level high level and prepare students to compete in the future (Asphar et al., 2021).

However, the findings obtained in Langkat Regency Elementary Schools, especially SDN 050763 Gebang, are that there is still a low level of application of learning models in the classroom learning process. Meanwhile, based on the theory above, it is stated that the importance of implementing learning models in the classroom is a bridge to achieving learning goals. In fact, other research states that one learning model, namely Contextual Teaching and Learning, is quite effective in being applied to improve learning outcomes and several other skills. This Contextual Teaching and Learning model is also a learning model that is very familiar because it has been widely applied, tested and researched in various regions, schools and various subjects.

Therefore, researchers are interested in researching the perspectives of teaching staff, especially in Langkat Regency Elementary Schools, in implementing learning models, especially the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. Through this research, it is hoped that we can collect and process the desired information regarding teacher perspectives on the application of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model.

METHODS

This research is a qualitative descriptive study. This research uses observation sheet instruments and questionnaires with the aim of gathering information from educators regarding the implementation of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model in the classroom. This research was conducted on teachers at the Gebang District Elementary School, Langkat Regency. Research using qualitative descriptive methods has the aim of producing data that is processed using descriptive qualitative methods. The aim of this method is to produce accurate information and findings directly obtained from sources regarding the object being researched. The hope is that this method will be able to answer the information needed directly on target. So that researchers can find objective information. Furthermore, it can be used as a reference in taking further action or policy.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

The results of a questionnaire distributed by researchers in Langkat Regency regarding the perceptions of teachers as teaching staff in elementary schools regarding the application of learning models in the teaching and learning process in the classroom are as follows:
Table 1. Application of Learning Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever taught using a learning model?</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever attended training or similar activities regarding the application of learning models?</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you attended the training, did you apply the results in the teaching and learning process?</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you ever used a culture-based learning model in teaching?</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you use a learning model to teach learning material, do you create learning tools?</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is teacher ability an obstacle experienced in implementing the learning model?</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1 of the application of the Learning Model above, it can be seen that the majority of teachers, namely 51.3%, answered "always" apply the learning model in the teaching and learning process in the classroom. Meanwhile, 88.9% of teachers answered "never" in implementing culture-based learning models in the teaching and learning process. When viewed from the teacher's ability to apply the learning model based on the results of the questionnaire distribution above, it is 93.6%, making the teacher's ability an obstacle in implementing the learning model.

Further findings from the research show that there are obstacles in implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model perfectly with its seven components. One component that is difficult to implement is the Learning Community component. Learning Community is one of the components of Contextual Teaching and Learning which aims to form study groups so that students are able to discuss a lot, search for information and build their own knowledge. The Learning Community component is an important part of implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. At the Learning Community stage, students will also be trained in high-level thinking skills, namely the level of analysis, evaluation and creating their work. The process of creating work requires group discussions to sharpen information, collect information, analyze information and evaluate information in order to develop new knowledge concepts that are produced into students' personal knowledge products which will later be shared with other students to exchange or show their work through demonstrations. However, based on empirical data on the level of implementation obtained in the field from several elementary school teachers in Gebang District, it shows that the Contextual Teaching and Learning model has not been implemented perfectly and experienced the most obstacles in the Learning Community component.

Based on figure 1, it can be seen that the lowest level of implementation was in the Learning Community component, with 55 people answering that it was not implemented. Furthermore, in other components, namely constructivism, inquiry, questionnaire, modeling, reflection and authentic assessment, it was seen that an average of 15 to 20 people answered that it had not been implemented. From the data above, it can be seen that there is quite a gap in the implementation
of one component of Contextual Teaching and Learning compared to other components.
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**Figure 1.** Level of implementation of the 7 CTL components

Next, the researcher explored again the consequences of the high level of non-implementation of the learning community component due to the difficulty in implementing this component which was considered by teachers. This is supported by empirical data regarding the percentage level of difficulty in implementing the components of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model as follows:
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**Figure 2.** Percentage of difficulty level of implementing CTL components

Based on figure 2 above, it can be seen that the highest percentage of difficulty level in the application of Contextual Teaching and Learning is 50% in the Learning Community component. This component is considered the most difficult to implement compared to other components such as constructivism 20%, inquiry 10%, questioning 5%, modeling 5%, reflection 5% and authentic assessment 5%.
Law no. 14 of 2005 concerning Teachers and Lecturers, in article 10 paragraph 1 it is stated that, "Teacher competence as referred to in Article 8 includes pedagogical competence, personality competence, social competence and professional competence obtained through professional education." The importance of a teacher's ability to apply learning models according to experts is to be able to achieve the desired learning goals. According to Joyce, each learning model directs teachers in designing learning to help students achieve learning goals.

The changing times and technology force teachers to play a role in improving themselves so that they are not left behind. Puspitarini (2022) teachers must be creative, develop various strategies, methods and learning models to present interesting learning activities, and must also be able to utilize e-learning as an alternative learning. Teachers play a very important role in the success of the teaching and learning process. In order to achieve the desired learning objectives and in accordance with the needs of current developments, teachers must continue to improve in formulating the learning process and determining the learning model to be applied.

A teacher should continue to learn if he still wants to continue teaching. Teachers must have a personality who likes to learn wherever they are. A teacher's learning does not have to be within the walls of a school bench. Teachers can learn independently both from reference books they read and journals resulting from research by researchers and education observers. Zulfih & Sholeh (2021) teacher competency is a very important factor. The ability to apply learning models is one of the competencies that a teacher must have. Teacher competency can be obtained from formal education such as Teacher Professional Education. Teachers who have mastered the competencies as teachers must of course meet the qualifications required in the world of education.

The qualifications needed in the world of education include an educational background in accordance with the subject area being taught, having a professional teacher certificate, having a teaching plan, teaching procedures and interpersonal relationships. Teachers who meet competency qualifications will support the quality of students. Gisselawati & Fatonah (2022) quality teachers will produce quality students, teachers who have competence will produce students who have potential.

The importance of a teacher's ability to apply learning models according to experts is to be able to achieve the desired learning goals. According to Joyce, each learning model directs teachers in designing learning to help students achieve learning goals. According to Arends (2008) the term learning model refers to a particular approach to instruction which consists of objectives, syntax (sequence or flow patterns), environment, and overall management system. According to Slavin, the learning model is able to become a reference for a learning approach including its objectives, syntax, environment and management system. In fact, according to Wijayanti & Zulaeha (2015), a theoretical framework is needed to combine learning materials and material delivery strategies with technology integration.

The Learning Model is a series of activities in the teaching and learning process which aims to help students acquire skills, values, ways of thinking,
expressing themselves and building their own knowledge. The functions of the learning model are: a) Guidelines for designers of the teaching and learning process and teachers in planning teaching and learning activities; b) Guidelines for teachers in carrying out the teaching and learning process so that teachers can determine the steps and everything needed during the teaching and learning process.

The learning model will make it easier for teachers to identify obstacles that occur if the activities carried out are ineffective and unproductive. Not all types of learning models are appropriate for every subject or subject matter. Therefore, it is important for a teacher to master more than one learning model so that it can be adapted to the needs of students and the subjects in each material taught.

Based on the National Higher Education Standards in the fourth part of the learning process standards, one of the characteristics of the learning process as in article 10 paragraph (2) letter a is contextual. According to Mahfudz & Sukarno (2023) in his research he found that the Contextual Teaching and Learning approach was able to improve cognitive competence and 21st century skills competence.

The learning model is one very important aspect in the learning process. Learning models must be present in the teaching and learning process. A teacher must master the learning models that he must apply during the teaching and learning process according to student needs. Saidi (2022) low motivation and student learning achievement is influenced by many factors. One of them is the method or approach used by teachers in the teaching and learning process. An educator must try to find alternative solutions that can overcome learning problems. One solution that needs to be implemented is to test the application of various learning models in the teaching and learning process by teachers so that their effectiveness in the field can be determined.

The learning model functions as a guide in implementing the learning process. The learning model is also a catalyst in achieving learning goals. Rahmawati (2023) in their research stated that teachers are strongly encouraged to apply the models or methods set out in the RPP. According to Hapipah et al. (2021) learning models influence motivation and learning achievement. Therefore, the learning model should be implemented in the classroom learning process. And the findings in the field can become information data that can be used as material for consideration in conducting subsequent research, especially in innovating the development of learning models that suit the needs in the field.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research conducted above, it can be concluded that it is important to apply learning models in the learning process to achieve learning goals, improve learning outcomes and other required skills. Previous research related to one learning model that is quite familiar and has been widely researched in its application, namely the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. In subsequent research on the teacher's perspective on the application of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model, several findings were found with
the conclusion that the application of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model, especially in Langkat Regency Elementary Schools, could not be implemented perfectly according to the 7 stages in the Contextual Teaching and Learning model.

Learning Community or study group stage is considered a stage that is quite difficult to implement. Even though it is at this stage that students' cognitive, critical and innovative processes are placed. However, in reality in the field, according to the teachers' perspective, this stage is an obstacle in implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. So this has an effect on teachers being lazy to re-apply the Contextual Teaching and Learning model. Even though this stage is quite important for honing students' social interaction skills.

The Learning Community stage or the formation of learning groups is difficult for students to be conditioned on because students are difficult to manage, undisciplined, difficult to listen to teacher directions or commands and other things, making the implementation of the Contextual Teaching and Learning model take quite a lot of time and fail to achieve the expected goals. Therefore, it is hoped that through the findings of this research, further innovative research can be carried out which is able to answer the problems that occur at the Learning Community stage or the formation of group learning so that teachers will be motivated again in implementing the Contextual Teaching and Learning model.
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